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This document lists every single reply we received to our request for feedback email sent to 

Beta testers on June 24
th

.  Well every reply received by 11.30 pm on June 25
th

 2019. No 

doubt there will be a few later stragglers. 

 

The overall vibe is pretty positive which is good. 

But there are a few minor wrinkles highlighted which hopefully we can iron out over time. 

We have a few new ideas to  ponder. 

Also there are a few questions we need to answer and enlighten further about. 

The below is very much a warts and all open disclosure of every single feedback request 

response we got listed in the time order they arrived in. 

 

Thanks to all who sent in feedback request replies and or other emails recently. 

 

 
 
 

 

 

Hi just a quick note re the trial  

 

Exactly the type of betting I enjoy. 

 

I have always enjoyed high volume betting as it is a great way to keep turnover levels up 

without getting into uncomfortable staking levels that being very selective needs to achieve 

high turnover. 

 

I can honestly say I don’t see too much wrong with the message format and nothing springs 

to mind I did not particularly like.  

 

Please keep me in mind if you decide to go live.  
 

 
 

Right now I can really only think of one complaint, sorry if you were looking for lengthy 

feedback, but I thought the way you put it across was great. The issue I had was finding it 

difficult of constantly check my emails for your message, only to miss it, and come to placing 

bets when the odds had shortened, often when coming to the mesage an hour later. Do you 

think you could set up a whatsapp group to solve this problem? I am having to place  bets on 

at work often, so this would help me out.  
 

 
 
I think a 5 day trial (basically Royal Ascot) is far too short to make a judgement despite some 
impressive results. I certainly wouldn't be quite ready to pay a heft subscription fee. Trials of 
tipsters done by eg, The Smart Betting Club last for much longer, months even. 
 



 

 
I’m really enjoying your service , getting the prices is always difficult but these held up 

reasonably well. The write ups on the reasons for choosing the horses is just right , all in all 

I’ve got nothing but praise for the service at this early stage . Probably the only thing that 

could help is if an email was sent ten minutes or so before the main message was sent so you 

could get yourself prepared but this is nit picking. 

Looking forward to a long and prosperous time together 
 
 
 

 
I liked the information and rationale. 

One suggestion is to include any future bets on the day of the message. 

 

There was one day (I think Wednesday) where you detailed a Friday and Saturday bet, but 

these were not included in the Friday and Saturday message. Maybe just a reminder on the 

day? My fault - but I missed the 25/1 winner as in my head I was going to back it Saturday, 

but your Saturday message didn’t remind/detail it in the headline bets message at the top.. 

 

Obviously not your fault, but just my feedback.. 
 
 

 
Yes pleased but I missed a couple of winners can you list bet summary so I can start spreadsheet. 
Also in the light of your  experience what is a reasonable bank (50, 100, or 500 points?) 
 
 
 

 
Hi , enjoyed the race readings , couldn’t quite follow dosage and other stats but that’s for 

another day, you had some near misses so your selections were justified ,you’ll always get 

rogue results at this meeting. You selected watch me in an ew double but you didn’t select it 

as a bet on race day? 

I would probably give it a further trial when you are up and running 
 
 
 

 
Thankyou for the trial. You clearly are a professional with an undersrtanding of what constitutes a 
value bet. How you establish a service to be profitable in the medium to long term is the question. 
Too many subscribers and the value is lost too few and the service bombs. Not sure what your 
motive is to go subscription but with Maths to advise I am sure you will be on the right track. I can 
tell from what you write you know what you are talking about so wll be interested in your next 
steps. 
 
 
 

 
Apologies for the brevity of this reply, flying to Greece, but just wanted to congratulate you on an 
exceptional start to your service. I’ll try and compose a fuller response but did want to comment 



on the volume of bets as I imagine some people may struggle with this. I certainly found it tricky 
getting on with so many restrictions on my accounts but with a bit of effort it was fine - I’d have 
loved a bit more of PaddyPower’s 25/1 especially as the BF antepost was suspended but in the 
end managed to get on the next day exchange market. My main point however is that I’m a fan of 
high turnover. My most successful period was the early days of Equine Investments when 
Lawrence also emphasized its importance. On the end they became a victim of their own 
success with prices crashing within seconds of release. I’ll be interested to hear if you’ve any 
thoughts on how to manage this. 
Ps. Thought your explanations, advice & guidance were first rate 
 
 

 
I at first could not understand where a 25/1 winner came from....I missed it completely 

 

I had to go back through my emails and find your messages to re-read each one properly (and 

that's me, not you) 

because I don't read all the "extra" information associated with a tipped horse 

I couldn't find it and was not completely sure which winner last week the 25/1 was referring 

to as having been selected  

 

Then I found it in Thursday's message, an ante post tip for Friday, Watch Me....but it was not 

written up as a tip/selection on Friday's message 

Yes, it had a comment when I did read lower down the Friday message, but it was not clear 

for me 

 

So I would suggest you show your selections in BOLD TYPE and more clearer for 

"muppets" like me who tend to skip read long messages 

which don't really get my fullest attention as they should 

 

As a complete package, your knowledge was excellent and you did far, far better than many 

others who send out their selections 

even though I missed the best winner, sod's law strikes yet again, I was very impressed your 

with work, thank you 
 
 
 

 
Overall I was quite impressed in the trial. 
 
I was a little cautious at first, as the only info / background I had to go on was Guy's brief 
intro prior to the trial starting, so stakes were kept to a minimum, but over the week I was 
impressed with some of the results which you returned (for info, my records show a profit 
of ~43 points during the trial). 
 
I also liked the article about your overall strategy, and where the info comes from etc, as 
this give more of an insight into the service also, and installs a bit more confidence. 
 
Overall I liked the format of the message and don't think I'd change much.  Highlighted bets 
at the top and summaries at the bottom works for me fine. 
 



Good work, and I wish you all the success in your new venture. 
 
 
 

Dear Insider,  

 

Firstly congratulations on a great start to the service. 

 

I like the idea that the service mainly plays at the  weekend meetings and the larger festivals. 

In the main we are therefore betting in the higher grade races where horse are more consistent 

and invariably your information covers horses from top yards, again a plus.  

 

I'm also a reluctant short priced favourite backer and your service in the main puts up horses 

that can beat the obvious favourite or get placed giving a mathematical edge. 

 

Hope it continues and depending on pricing when you go live, so to speak, I will subscribe. 
 
 
 
 

 
Regarding your feedback request, all very positive from me. I generally tend to only bet on Saturday 
or during the bigger meetings/festivals so a service like your own would definitely be of interest to 
me. I liked the way you list the bets and then give the reasoning behind the selection. It was a great 
start and I for one would certainly be interested going forward. 
 
 

 
I'm completely amazed at how well this has turned out. I'm still a relative novice when it 

comes to horse racing and everything surrounding it. Not to say, I haven't been following it 

for years but I also do appreciate a good system (though loathed to use the word system) or 

quality information. I wouldn't say I'm at the stage where I can reliably interpret the 

information that is out there but I feel like I could learn a great deal with your service.  

 

I like the way the information was to the point, especially the staking plan, as my problem is 

if I have too many options I end up confusing myself over the best approach. On the other 

hand, I also like the information explaining your selections which is very different to 

anything else I've seen. Also, a massive point for me, because I work during the day and is 

sometimes difficult to place bets in the morning, is your emails coming out the night before. 

For me that is the perfect time and allows me to have a good read and try to understand your 

selections. For me, I'm trying to educate myself here rather than just accept the bets. Not that 

I would question your selections, just to gain a better understanding. 

 

I have read a couple of articles around the dosage index and Kelly staking, and I must admit, 

I'm still scratching my head over the former. I would be really interested in your explanation 

of the dosage index as I feel I may be able to understand it better. I've adopted for now my 

own staking strategy, which is essentially £30/pt but not necessarily a % of the bank which is 

the point at which I want to get to. I think the Kelly staking % would have been far higher, as 

you mentioned in a previous email. 



 

I would also be interested in seeing regular helpful hints and tips from the industry and on 

betting. It seems like you have a much better way of explaining things than most. 

 

Anyway, look forward to seeing more of your service. 
 
 
 

 
Overall I enjoyed your analysis of a vast number of horses, so well done. 
 
The dosage, dosage points and centre of distribution statistics are lost on me and my preference is 
for insightful comment. 
 
I followed a number of the horses but must admit to missing Watch Me which in fact was the 
primary reason for you posting a profit figure -  so for my part 
 
the period was one of interest not profit. In fact I should think that those involved would have 
backed different horses in the same race according to their 
 
interpretation of your views. Sangrious was a prime example of that. 
 
 
 

 
 

Thanks for the opportunity to test the service.Unfortunately I am not in a position to access 
your selections the previous evening so did not obtain the best prices. 
My only gripe is that there were too many selections for me and I would have been happier with less 

 
 

For such a difficult meeting with the huge fields and weather and going changes I thought it was first 
class info. I would be very interested in any follow up service. I was a bit confused about the staking 
by points. From what I assumed after your explanation was the maximum confidence would be 3.5 
points and the  minimum. 5 points. I think this might be better expressed in another way . The 
dosage fascinates me as you could predict how a certain distance would benefit a horse based on 
this. I have used dosage in a basic way and would like to delve deeper into this. When you give the 
CD figure for instance could you explain what figure equates to a certain distance? The inside info is 
obviously very useful as long as it is not one trainer or a group of trainers I e. Trainers at newmarket 
as this would give a lop-sided view of a race. Maybe a quick observation of the previous tips given 
out to explain your reasons why a horse did not achieve as much as you thought is the only thing 
critical but obviously your previous service wasn't a daily one. Good luck with which ever way you go 
with this and I will certainly consider your service providing it is a reasonable cost. Maybe a paid trial 
period to start? 
 
 

 

The insider approach is new for me so have enjoyed getting that insight and feel that have 

learnt a lot from it.  



I’ve not had chance to read the dosage education email that I think will be an important part 

of the jigsaw with your approach. 

As a punter I didn’t have the conviction to fully back some of your selections as I think partly 

that trust needs to be built up over time and whilst I see value in the pt approach when 

backing I feel there’s still a lot of ambiguity. This I feel mainly as the edge itself comes from 

the trainer / stable etc’s opinion. Furthermore I feel this can be diluted if you’ve got intel on 

two plus horses running in the same race and coverage over so many races in a day. 

I like the revised, less detailed, overview of the horses.  

Overall I can see the value in your approach, I’d like to a little more focus and am keen to see 

how the newsletter matures after feedback. 

Thank you and all the best with things. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Enjoying the service so far. Winners will always prompt a positive response!  

Presentation is clear and readable with succinct summaries. Variety of selections interesting. 

Only one suggestion for improvement- repeat the antepost tips on the day (already advised?) 

Many thanks 
 
 
 

 
Brilliant, only bet to £10 per point, but ended up 62.7points. 
 
 

 
Many thanks for the trial. A few points/reflections in no order of importance   

 

1) For me personally there were too many selections.  

 

2) You mentioned the different types of information you received. It would be helpful to label 

the type of source behind each selection.  

 

3) It appeared that the stronger the bet the worse the horse ran!  

 

4) WatchMe was the best tip of the week. I didn't keep a copy of your emails but if I 

remember right it was given as an antepost bet but little or no mention of it was made on the 

day of the race. Apologies if I got that wrong.  

 

5) Overall it was an enjoyable week 

 



 
 

 
First of all I would like to say thank you for your hard work, analysis and most importantly, from my 
personal point of view, your advised bets. 
 
After backing all your advised bets to £30 per point I realised a total profit of £1090.68 for which I 
am very grateful indeed. Obviously I couldn’t get on at all the odds you stated because I am now 
severely limited to only 2 bookmakers and they don’t allow me large bets anyway. 
 
I must admit I did not use your analysis much but concentrated on getting on your advised bets. 
 
I for one would sign up to your new service should you launch it in the near future. 
 
Kind regards and many thanks once more, 
 
 

 
I am a fairly new novice at this. My profits were not as big, however I realise that I may not have 
achieved the same prices that you had. I have tried a few tipsters in the past with no success. 
 
Regarding the service, I really enjoyed receiving your message the previous night before the race day 
unlike in the past with previous tipsters when I had to sit by my phone. This allowed time to look at 
these races and place my bets. 
I liked the simple way that you display the bets at the top of the message and an indication which 
bookmakers to use. 
I liked the next part because you only covered the runners you featured on, rather than trying to 
print something on every horse which can become confusing and time consuming to read. 
 
I must admit that at this moment I don’t understand the terms you use ie. Dosage, centre of 
distribution and index. However I have enjoyed the way that you have sent the extra e-mails with 
information on different subjects such as  relating to how you gather your info etc. 
 
With my limited experience I don’t no if I have any ideas on  how to improve thins. 
 
I hope the above feedback can be of use to you. 
 
 
 

 
Thanks for the service it was much appreciated. I liked the service it was clear and easy to follow with 
information included. 
 
I didn't make as many points as you because I couldn't always get on at the price as I was placing the 
bets later on. 
 
I liked selections received the night before as this is a help for working people. 
 
all in all very good and no major gripes. Just remains to be seen what the service will cost. 

 
 
 



 
Brilliant first week 
Information provided in a punchy, succinct way 
Nothing contradictory (which is unusual in my experience) 
Would not object to paying a fee for this level and style of analysis 
Don't change a thing! 
 
 

 
My accounts are too limited to get bets on the day before I’m afraid.  
 
 

 
Thanks I enjoyed the trial. I liked the way you explained your thinking about your choice of bets. The 
proof is always in the results and you succeeded in that with about 62 points profit during the week. 
I look forward to receiving more winners! 
 

 
Thank you for allowing me to be a part of the Beta test. 
I enjoyed the information and when I had the time to digest it all found it to be a valuable insight 
that helped me make some choices on certain races. 
On days where I was short of time I did find the volume of information to much and struggled to get 
the best out of the information, I would really appreciate a quick read section for those with only 10 
minutes to spare. 
Thank you for the 25/1 winner that helped dig me out of a rather depressing losing streak, the loses 
were my bad choices rather than any reflection of your information. 
All the best for the future of the service and long may it successfully run. 
 
 
 
 

I found the emails easy to read and very interesting with your explanation of your reasoning. 

The results themselves were excellent and the staking was spot on, not too heavy. I would 

have no hesitation in joining you in future ventures as long as the cost is reasonable.  

Happy punting  

 
 


